Join me every week for TPT Tips!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/Kayse Morris

How to: Pinterest with TPT
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Interactive Notebook : Reading Literature
Lesson 10
Point of View
I can determine the author’s point of view in a text.

Purpose: The purpose of this lesson is help students identify and analyze point of view in a text.

Techy Finds:
Youtube (Point of View)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOVMM60Sm2c

Brainpop Point of View
http://www.brainpop.com/english/writing/pointofview/preview.weml

POV Lesson
http://www.readwritethink.org/classroom-resources/lesson-plans/wolf-analyzing-point-view-23.html

Point of View Task Cards
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Point-of-View-Task-Cards-32-Paragraph-Cards-for-First-and-Third-Person-480608

Teaching Lesson 10 Point of View:

1.) First, show the youtube clip above. For my artistic students, this video really grabs their interest. For extra credit, I allow them to recreate the drawing and turn it in! I always have a handful of students who really like to do this.

2.) Next, I normally show the Brainpop video at some point. We also take the short quiz at the end of the Brainpop. Make sure you are discussing the differences 1st person POV, 2nd person POV, 3rd Person Limited, 3rd Person Omniscient.

3.) The lesson attached above is such a great resource. Students enjoy hearing, “The Three Little Pigs,” from the Wolf’s Perspective. Also, the new movie, “Maleficent,” is a great way to describe Point of View.

4.) Last, feel free to sponsor some other TPT workers! The POV task cards are amazing!!
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Notes for Point of View Finder (Foldable 1)

Step 1 - Cut around the perimeter of the foldable.
Step 2 - Color the entire foldable
Step 3 - Have students write numbers on the back side of each POV
Step 4 - Fold your foldable by folding up 3rd person omniscient first, then 3rd person limited, then 2nd person, then 1st person.
Step 5 - Glue

*How to fold*
Fold each section towards the middle camera. When you finish, glue down only the camera side. See pictures for more help!

Notes for It's all about the Pronouns Baby! (Foldable 2)

Step 1 - Have students color entire foldable
Step 2 - Cut out entire foldable section. Just the perimeter of each foldable. Then cut out the camera.
Step 3 - This is where you should take notes if so desired.
Step 4 - Have students glue down foldable now
Interactive Notebook: Reading Literature
Lesson 10/Pictures
Point of View

I can determine the author’s point of view in a text.

Point of View Finder! (Foldable 1)
Interactive Notebook: Reading Literature
Lesson 10
Point of View
I can determine the author's point of view in a text.

It's all about the Pronouns Baby! (Foldable 2)
I can determine the author’s point of view in a text.

Point of View Finder!

2nd Person
Narrator gives directions or tells someone what to do. When you arrive at the driveway, take a right. You should see the mailbox with balloons.

1st Person
Narrator is using their “spoken,” voice. I went to the store to purchase some new shoes.

3rd Person Limited
Narrator knows the thoughts of only one character. The narrator tells those thoughts.

3rd Person Omniscient
Narrator knows the thoughts every character! The narrator tells those thoughts.
Interactive Notebook: Reading Literature
Lesson 10/Foldable 1
Point of View
I can determine the author’s point of view in a text.

Point of View Finder!

1st Person
2nd Person
3rd Person Limited
3rd Person Omniscient
Interactive Notebook: Reading Literature
Lesson 10/Foldable 2
Point of View
I can determine the author’s point of view in a text.

It’s all about the PRONOUNS baby!

1st Person

I
Me
Mine
My
myself

2nd Person

You
Your
Yours
Yourself

3rd Person

He
She
They
Him
His
Her
Them
their
It's all about the PRONOUNS baby!

1st Person

2nd Person

3rd Person
Thank you for teaching young minds and ROCKING IT!
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